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Short-Term Presynaptic Plasticity
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Different types of synapses are specialized to interpret spike trains in their own way by virtue
of the complement of short-term synaptic plasticity mechanisms they possess. Numerous
types of short-term, use-dependent synaptic plasticity regulate neurotransmitter release.
Short-term depression is prominent after a single conditioning stimulus and recovers
in seconds. Sustained presynaptic activation can result in more profound depression that
recovers more slowly. An enhancement of release known as facilitation is prominent
after single conditioning stimuli and lasts for hundreds of milliseconds. Finally, tetanic
activation can enhance synaptic strength for tens of seconds to minutes through pro-
cesses known as augmentation and posttetantic potentiation. Progress in clarifying the
properties, mechanisms, and functional roles of these forms of short-term plasticity is re-
viewed here.

Use-dependent presynaptic plasticity lasting
tens of milliseconds to minutes can be

divided into three major categories: (1) depres-
sion, (2) facilitation, and (3) augmentation/
posttetanic potentiation (PTP). At synapses
where depression is prominent, the second of
two closely spaced stimuli evokes a response
that is much smaller than that evoked by the first,
and this reduction in synaptic strength lasts hun-
dreds of milliseconds to seconds (Fig. 1A). Sus-
tained stimulation produces longer-lasting de-
pression that recovers slowly (tens of seconds to
minutes; Fig. 1B). At some synapses facilitation is
observed, and the second of two closely spaced
stimuli evokes a larger response than the first,
provided the stimuli are delivered within hun-
dreds of milliseconds to seconds of each other

(Fig. 1C). Sustained presynaptic activation at
high frequency leads to synaptic enhancement
known as augmentation and PTP that lasts tens
of seconds to several minutes (Fig. 1D). For these
forms of plasticity each stimulus in the condi-
tioning train produces a small amount of en-
hancement, but the cumulative effects of many
stimuli can lead to a severalfold enhancement. I
will review the properties of these classes of use-
dependent, short-term plasticity; discuss ad-
vances in understanding the mechanisms that
mediate them; and present examples that illus-
trate some of their functional roles. Transientsyn-
aptic modulation mediated by activation of pre-
synaptic G-protein-coupled receptors, although
a widespread and important means of synaptic
regulation, is beyond the scope of this review.
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IMPORTANT FACTORS RELEVANT TO
SHORT-TERM PLASTICITY

Presynaptic Calcium Signaling

Calcium plays a prominent role in many use-
dependent forms of plasticity (Burnashev and
Rozov 2005; Neher and Sakaba 2008; de Jong
and Verhage 2009). When an action potential
invades a presynaptic terminal, it opens voltage-
gated calcium channels. Vesicle fusion is trig-
gered by high local calcium concentrations
(Calocal, 10–100 mM) at release sites near open
calcium channels (Schneggenburger and Neher
2005). The magnitude of synaptic strength is
steeply dependent upon calcium levels, because
calcium binds to multiple low-affinity sites on
synaptotagmin to trigger vesicle fusion (Jahn
et al. 2003; Schneggenburger and Neher 2005;
Sudhof and Rothman 2009). Calocal is short-
lived, is highly sensitive to the distance between
open calcium channels and the release site, and
can be affected by calcium-binding proteins in
the presynaptic bouton (Roberts 1993; Neher

1998; Matveev et al. 2004). Calcium-binding
proteins with rapid kinetics are particularly ef-
fective at intercepting calcium before it can
reach release sites, thereby reducing the proba-
bility of release (Roberts 1993). After calcium
channels close, spatial gradients collapse as cal-
cium diffuses and binds to calcium-binding
proteins within the presynaptic bouton (Fogel-
son and Zucker 1985; Simon and Llinas 1985).
The remaining calcium, known as residual cal-
cium (Cares), is then gradually extruded from
the presynaptic bouton (Neher and Augustine
1992; Tank et al. 1995). Cares levels are much
lower (hundreds of nanomolar) and longer-
lived (hundreds of milliseconds to seconds)
than those of Calocal, and play an important
role in short-term plasticity.

Vesicle Pools

The properties of the vesicles within a presyn-
aptic terminal are another important determi-
nant of synaptic efficacy and are factors in
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Figure 1. Forms of short-term, use-dependent plasticity. Simulated experiments show the properties of various
forms of short-term plasticity. (A) Short-lived depression is observed at some synapses when the presynaptic
axon is stimulated twice with a time between stimuli of Dt. (B) At some synapses low-frequency stimulation
results in stable synaptic response, but sustained high-frequency stimulation results in a depression that persists
for tens of seconds even when low-frequency stimulation is resumed. (C) Paired-pulse facilitation that lasts for
hundreds of milliseconds is observed at some synapses. (D) Augmentation or posttetanic potentiation of
synaptic responses lasting tens of seconds or minutes after tetanic stimulation is observed at some synapses.
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short-term plasticity (Fig. 2A). It has been con-
venient to categorize vesicles into different
functional pools (Schneggenburger et al. 2002;
Rizzoli and Betz 2005; Becherer and Rettig 2006;
Schweizer and Ryan 2006). However, there are
no universally accepted definitions for these dif-
ferent vesicle pools, and they are referred to by
different nomenclatures. Here I will adopt the
terminology used by Betz (Rizzoli and Betz
2005). There are usually hundreds of vesicles
associated with each active zone. A fraction of
these vesicles (typically 10%–20%) constitute
the recycling pool (RP) that is released with

sustained high-frequency activation. It is diffi-
cult to evoke the release of the remaining pool of
vesicles, known as the nonrecycling pool (NRP).
The readily releasable pool (RRP) is immediate-
ly available when the presynaptic cell is stimu-
lated. The size of the RRP can be determined by
applying an extracellular solution of hypertonic
sucrose (Rosenmund and Stevens 1996), as-
suming that the osmotic shock and the action
potential–dependent calcium influx target the
same pool of vesicles, or by using a large sus-
tained elevation of presynaptic calcium pro-
duced by either depolarizing the presynaptic
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Figure 2. Factors relevant to depression. (A) Different pools of vesicles in a presynaptic bouton. For simplicity
the pools are depicted as being clustered together and at different distances from the active zone. It is clear that at
least in some cases the pools intermingle, indicating that spatial location within the bouton is insufficient to
account for the different properties of synaptic vesicles. (B) The dependence of paired-pulse plasticity on initial
release probability. (C) Schematic showing mechanisms of synaptic depression. Abbreviations: PF, parallel fiber;
CF, climbing fiber.
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terminal or uncaging calcium (Schneggenbur-
ger et al. 2002; Rizzoli and Betz 2005; Fioravante
and Regehr 2011). The RRP typically consists of
several percent of the vesicles within a presyn-
aptic bouton (Rizzoli and Betz 2005; Becherer
and Rettig 2006; Schweizer and Ryan 2006). At
some synapses the RRP can be divided into fast
and slow vesicle pools, which are differentially
recruited and which differ in their propensity to
release (Wu and Borst 1999; Sakaba and Neher
2001). The different pools of vesicles may reflect
vesicles near to (fast vesicles) and far from (slow
vesicles) voltage-gated calcium channels (Wadel
et al. 2007). Another commonly used approach
to determine the size of the RRP is to stimulate
the synapse with a high-frequency train of ac-
tion potentials (RRPtrain), which typically yields
a lower estimate of RRP than that obtained by
other methods (Schneggenburger et al. 2002;
Fioravante and Regehr 2011). Measurements
of RRP are often used to clarify the mechanisms
of short-term plasticity, but their utility is lim-
ited by uncertainty regarding the interpretation
of the RRP, the fast and slow components of the
RRP, and RRPtrain.

Postsynaptic Factors

Postsynaptic mechanisms can also mediate
short-term plasticity, and they can complicate
the characterization of presynaptic mecha-
nisms. For example, saturation of postsynaptic
receptors can limit responses, particularly when
the probability of release is high (Wadiche and
Jahr 2001; Foster et al. 2002). As a result, syn-
aptic currents can underestimate the extent
to which presynaptic mechanisms facilitate or
depress transmitter release at some synapses.
Low-affinity AMPA receptor antagonists, such
as g-D-glutamylglycine or kynurenate, can min-
imize the extent of saturation of these receptors
(Neher and Sakaba 2001; Wadiche and Jahr
2001). Postsynaptic receptors can also desensi-
tize, making them unavailable for subsequent
activation, and leading to short-term decreases
in synaptic responses (Trussell et al. 1993; Chen
et al. 2002; Xu-Friedman and Regehr 2004). It is
possible to prevent AMPA receptor desensitiza-
tion pharmacologically (Francotte et al. 2006),

but it may not be possible to prevent desensiti-
zation of other types of receptors. Thus, at glu-
tamatergic synapses presynaptic mechanisms
can be studied with minimal interference from
saturation and desensitization of postsynaptic
receptors, but this may not be the case at non-
glutamatergic synapses.

Multiple Forms of Plasticity Coexist at the
Same Synapse

Most synapses possess multiple forms of pre-
synaptic plasticity, and net synaptic strength re-
flects an interaction between these forms of
plasticity (Dittman et al. 2000; Zucker and Re-
gehr 2002; Pan and Zucker 2009). Often, short-
term depression, facilitation, PTP, and longer-
lasting depression are all present, but the relative
prominence of each of the mechanisms is con-
trolled by the initial release probability and the
presynaptic activity pattern. This is apparent in
the plasticity induced by two closely spaced
stimuli. The extent of paired-pulse plasticity
depends on the initial probability of release,
and synapses with a high initial probability of
release tend to depress, whereas those with a
low initial probability of release usually facili-
tate. Indeed, most synapses can show either
facilitation or depression depending on the ini-
tial probability of release. This is illustrated by
altering the extracellular calcium (Cae) to chan-
ge the initial probability of release. At the climb-
ing fiber–to–Purkinje cell synapse in the cere-
bellum, depression is prominent when the
release probability is high (in high Cae), but
paired-pulse facilitation is observed when the
release probability is low (in low Cae) (Fig. 2B,
blue trace) (Foster et al. 2002). Classic model
synapses, such as the squid giant synapse and
the calyx of Held, behave similarly (Charlton
and Bittner 1978; von Gersdorff and Borst
2002). For granule cell–to–Purkinje cell syn-
apses, facilitation is sixfold in low Cae and
much smaller in high Cae (Fig. 2B, red trace)
(Foster et al. 2005). At synapses with such a low
probability of release it can be exceedingly diffi-
cult to observe paired-pulse depression. This
may be because it is difficult to elevate the prob-
ability of release sufficiently or because these
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synapses possess molecular specializations that
limit depression (Hallermann et al. 2010).

DEPRESSION

The Depletion Model of Depression

Many aspects of paired-pulse depression are
readily explained by the depletion model of de-
pression (Liley and North 1953; Betz 1970;
Zucker and Regehr 2002). According to the sim-
plest form of this model, the first stimulus trig-
gers the release of a large fraction F of the RRP. If
there are S releasable vesicles in the RRP and
each vesicle produces a current i in the postsyn-
aptic cell, then the initial excitatory postsynap-
tic current (EPSC) has an amplitude A1 ¼ FSi.
If the released vesicles are not immediately re-
placed, then the RRP is depleted and only S 2

FS vesicles are available for release by the second
stimulus. If the probability of evoking the fusion
of each of the remaining vesicles remains un-
changed, then the amplitude of the second
EPSC is A2 ¼ S(1 2 F)Fi, and paired-pulse
plasticity is A2/A1 ¼ (1 2 F). If depression is
to occur in accordance with the depletion mod-
el, then the fraction of the RRP released by the
initial stimulus must be large, and replenish-
ment from the RRP must be slow.

The extent of depletion depends crucially
on the number of vesicles in the RRP at each
active zone and the number of vesicles released
by an action potential. Serial electron micro-
copy has also been used to determine the num-
ber of morphologically docked vesicles, which
may correspond to the RRP. However, some of
the docked vesicles may not be primed, and the
RRP need not be restricted to docked vesicles.
The average number of morphologically docked
vesicles at the active zone of different synapses
ranges from two vesicles at the calyx of Held
(Satzler et al. 2002) to 27 for inputs onto pyra-
midal cells in the pyriform cortex (Schikorski
and Stevens 1999). For most types of synapses a
single stimulus would only result in substantial
depletion if it triggered the fusion of multiple
vesicles. Although a prominent theory main-
tained that an action potential could evoke the
release of at most a single vesicle at individual

active zones (Redman 1990; Korn et al. 1994),
multiple lines of evidence have established that
at many synapses multivesicular release occurs
(Wadiche and Jahr 2001; Xu-Friedman and Re-
gehr 2004).

The depletion model accounts for the basic
properties of paired-pulse depression observed
at many synapses. Most importantly, the larger
the initial probability of release, the greater the
depletion of vesicles and the more pronounced
the paired-pulse depression (Fig. 2B). Accord-
ing to the depletion model, if more vesicles fuse
in response to the initial stimulus, there is more
depletion of the RRP and fewer vesicles are re-
leased by the second stimulus. Thus, the deple-
tion model predicts a negative correlation be-
tween EPSC2 and EPSC1 for two closely spaced
stimuli. Consistent with this prediction, a neg-
ative correlation between the amplitudes of two
closely spaced EPSCs has been observed at the
neuromuscular junction (Elmqvist and Quastel
1965), hair cell synapses (Furukawa et al. 1978),
the calyx of Held (Scheuss et al. 2002), thala-
mocortical synapses (Ran et al. 2009), cortical
connections (Thomson et al. 1993), and hippo-
campal synapses (Debanne et al. 1996). Howev-
er, at some synapses the extent of depression
does not appear to depend on the magnitude
of release evoked by the first stimulus (Thom-
son and Bannister 1999; Kraushaar and Jonas
2000; Chen et al. 2004) or the size of the RRP
(Sullivan 2007), and an inverse correlation has
not been seen at synapses onto Mauthner cells
(Waldeck et al. 2000) and at hippocampal syn-
apses (Chen et al. 2004). Thus, a simple deple-
tion model cannot account for the properties of
depression at many synapses.

Inactivation of Release Sites

According to a second model of synaptic de-
pression, fusion of a vesicle at an active zone
can inhibit subsequent fusion of available vesi-
cles for several seconds (Betz 1970; Kusano and
Landau 1975; Varela et al. 1997; Dittman and
Regehr 1998; Neher and Sakaba 2008). Impaired
vesicle fusion could reflect the time it takes to
clear vesicular membrane proteins from near
the active zone following vesicle fusion. A recent
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study found that blocking endocytosis leads to
more pronounced depression during trains
(Hosoi et al. 2009). These findings suggest that
endocytosis clears vesicular membrane proteins
from the plasma membrane, where they inter-
fere with release, thereby allowing sites to recov-
er from inactivation more rapidly than if these
proteins were removed by diffusion within the
membrane. Site inactivation does not appear to
occur at many types of synapses, which are ca-
pable of releasing tens of vesicles per active zone
each second (Saviane and Silver 2006; Crowley
et al. 2007).

Depression following Tetanic Stimulation

At most synapses sustained high-frequency ac-
tivation eventually results in profound depres-
sion, and recovery from this depression is much
slower (many tens of seconds) than for paired-
pulse depression (seconds) (Eccles and O’Con-
nor 1941; Feng 1941; del Castillo and Katz 1954;
Betz 1970; Thomson et al. 1993). Such depres-
sion has been explained in terms of depleting
the RP. In this case the stimulation would have
to be sufficiently prolonged to deplete the RP,
and sufficiently high frequency such that re-
plenishment from the NRP or recycling via en-
docytosis would be unable to keep up with ves-
icle loss during tetanic stimulation. Following
sustained stimulation the time constant of re-
covery shifts from seconds to tens of seconds.
This may reflect a slowing of the replenishment
of the RRP from the recycling pool (Stevens and
Wesseling 1999), decreases in calcium entry
(Catterall and Few 2008), or a decrease in the
probability of release.

Inactivation of Calcium Channels and Other
Mechanisms of Depression

Several factors could contribute to the use-de-
pendent decrease of synaptic transmission in
cases that do not conform to predictions from
the depletion model. An alteration in the firing
threshold for somatic or extracellular activation
that involves the Na/K-ATPase could contrib-
ute to short-term depression at these synapses
(Munoz-Cuevas et al. 2004). A failure of an ac-

tion potential to invade some axonal branches
may contribute to depression in cultured hip-
pocampal cells (Brody and Yue 2000; Prakriya
and Mennerick 2000), but action potential in-
vasion of axons is generally reliable in more
intact tissue (Cox et al. 2000; Kreitzer and Re-
gehr 2001; Brenowitz and Regehr 2007).

There is particularly compelling evidence
that use-dependent decreases in presynaptic
calcium entry can make important contribu-
tions to depression (Catterall and Few 2008).
Multiple calcium-sensing proteins, including
calmodulin, calcium-binding protein-1, and
visinin-like protein-2, can interact with calcium
channels and mediate use-dependent changes
in presynaptic calcium entry (Lee et al. 1999,
2002; Peterson et al. 1999; Lautermilch et al.
2005). Presynaptic recordings from the calyx
of Held have shown that prolonged high-fre-
quency stimulation reduces calcium entry (For-
sythe et al. 1998) that can contribute to depres-
sion. Remarkably, small numbers of stimuli at
low frequency can reduce calcium entry suffi-
ciently that it can substantially reduce synaptic
transmission (Xu and Wu 2005). At the calyx of
Held synapse, short-term depression is largely a
result of decreased calcium entry for activation
frequencies of ,30 Hz and primarily a result of
depletion at frequencies .100 Hz; at interme-
diate frequencies both mechanisms contribute
(Xu and Wu 2005). Studies of synaptic trans-
mission in cultured superior cervical ganglion
neurons expressing calcium channels that either
possess or lack calmodulin-dependent inactiva-
tion suggest that depression can arise from cal-
cium channel inactivation mediated by calmod-
ulin (Mochida et al. 2008).

Calcium-Dependent Recovery from
Depression

According to the depletion model, recovery
from depression occurs when the RRP is replen-
ished by vesicles from the recycling pool.
Paired-pulse depression typically recovers with
a time constant of several seconds. However,
elevations of presynaptic calcium can greatly
accelerate recovery from depression (Dittman
and Regehr 1998; Stevens and Wesseling 1998,

W.G. Regehr
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1999; Wang and Kaczmarek 1998; Sakaba 2008;
Yang and Xu-Friedman 2008), presumably by
accelerating replenishment of the RRP. This ac-
celeration is prevented by inhibiting calmodulin
(Sakaba and Neher 2001; Hosoi et al. 2007), but
the downstream target of calmodulin remains
unclear. Munc13 is a potential target of calmod-
ulin that is involved in priming vesicles (Augus-
tin et al. 1999). Replenishment of release-ready
vesicles is approximately linearly related to pre-
synaptic calcium levels, and during high-fre-
quency stimulus trains calcium can accelerate
vesicle recruitment by a factor of 10 (Hosoi
et al. 2007).

The mechanisms that contribute to synaptic
depression are summarized in Figure 2C.

Regulation of Depression and Recovery from
Depression

Some synapses have molecular specializations
that control the extent of depression. For exam-
ple, the knockout of Bassoon, a large presynap-
tic protein present at the active zone, leads to
enhanced synaptic depression, suggesting that
Bassoon normally minimizes depression by
helping to rapidly replenish vesicles at release
sites (Hallermann et al. 2010). Conversely, at
the calyx of Held synapse, activation of Gi/o-
coupled receptors lowers presynaptic cAMP,
which prevents calcium-dependent recovery
from depression (Sakaba and Neher 2003).

Several proteins have been implicated in
regulating recovery from depression. These in-
clude a-synuclein, a protein best known for its
involvement in Parkinson’s disease. The elimi-
nation of a-synuclein reduces the size of the
pool of nondocked vesicles by �40% and re-
duces the extent of depression during sustained
stimulation by �30% (Cabin et al. 2002). Con-
versely, the elimination of rabphilin—a protein
that interacts with the GTP-binding proteins
Rab3A to -D, contains two C2 domains that
bind calcium, and binds to the SNARE protein
SNAP-25—accelerates recovery from depres-
sion following 20-Hz, 60-sec stimulation (fast
component of recovery with t ¼ 4 sec becomes
prominent, whereas slow component with t ¼

60 sec dominates in control conditions [Deak

et al. 2006]). The elimination of synapsins de-
creases the number of vesicles in presynaptic
boutons and leads to more pronounced de-
pression during sustained moderate-frequency
stimulation (Rosahl et al. 1995; Gitler et al.
2008). Thus, there is a growing list of molecules
implicated in recovery from depression, and at
present the mechanism by which these mole-
cules regulate recovery from depression is not
known.

FACILITATION

A simple form of the residual calcium hypoth-
esis was advanced long ago to account for facil-
itation (Katz and Miledi 1968). According to
this hypothesis, the initial presynaptic action
potential evokes a local calcium signal that trig-
gers release, but then calcium persists at a lower
level in the presynaptic bouton. If the amplitude
of the initial EPSC is A1 ¼ k(Calocal)

4, then the
amplitude of the second EPSC would be A2 ¼

k(Caresþ Calocal)
4 (where k is a constant). This

would result in facilitation if the residual calci-
um signal is a significant fraction of the local
calcium signal that drives release (Fig. 3A, red
trace). For example, Cares/Calocal ¼ 0.16 would
result in twofold facilitation. Although Cares/
Calocal is not known for most synapses, Calocal

is estimated to be �25 mM (Schneggenburger
and Neher 2005), and Cares is �1% of Calocal.
According to these estimates, only an �4% en-
hancement would arise from residual calcium
(Fig. 3A, blue trace). This suggests that for most
synapses this model fails to account for paired-
pulse facilitation.

A second possibility is that calcium produc-
es facilitation by acting at a presynaptic calcium
sensor distinct from synaptotagmin (Fig. 3B)
(Stanley 1984; Bain and Quastel 1992; Yamada
and Zucker 1992; Atluri and Regehr 1996; Ber-
tram et al. 1996). Synaptotagmin binds calcium
rapidly with low affinity, and is therefore well
suited to responding quickly to a brief high
calcium signal to rapidly evoke vesicle fusion
(Fig. 3B, blue trace). In contrast, a high-affinity
calcium-binding site with slow kinetics might
respond somewhat slowly to calcium and might
be quite sensitive to the residual calcium signal

Short-Term Presynaptic Plasticity
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Figure 3. Proposed mechanisms of facilitation. (A) The residual calcium hypothesis based on a single type of
low-affinity calcium sensor is shown for two types of calcium signals. When the residual calcium signal is a
significant fraction of the local calcium signal, significant facilitation occurs (red traces), but when the residual
calcium signal is much smaller than the calcium signal near the calcium channel, this mechanism results in very
little enhancement (blue traces). (B) Another type of residual calcium model is shown that is based on two types
of calcium sensors, a fast, low-affinity sensor and a slow, high-affinity sensor. The residual calcium signal can
activate the high-affinity receptor to produce facilitation. (C) A comparison of the calcium signals and resulting
EPSCs for a synapse in which a presynaptic bouton contains either a high concentration (blue) or a low
concentration (red) of a rapid calcium buffer illustrates another mechanism of facilitation. (D) A slow calcium
buffer binds presynaptic calcium slowly and by doing so accelerates the decay of presynaptic calcium, which can
in turn affect facilitation. (E) Schematic illustrating mechanisms of facilitation.
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(Fig. 3B, red trace). The time course of calcium
activation of this receptor could track the Cares

signal in the presynaptic terminal, or it could
outlive Cares if the kinetics of calcium binding to
the receptor are slow.

The presence of high-affinity calcium buf-
fers in presynaptic boutons can also produce
facilitation. If present at sufficiently high con-
centrations, they can bind calcium after it enters
through voltage-gated calcium channels and
before it reaches release sites (Adler et al. 1991;
Roberts 1993; Neher 1998). In this way calcium-
binding proteins can reduce Calocal at the release
site. Fast calcium buffers such as calbindin can
reduce the initial probability of release in the
same way that introducing the fast buffer BAPTA
into the presynaptic terminal lowers the initial
probability of release. If calcium levels in the
presynaptic bouton are sufficiently high, then
after the first stimulus a high-affinity calcium-
binding protein will be primarily bound to cal-
cium. As a result, more of the calcium that enters
the bouton in response to a subsequent action
potential will reach the release site. In this way
local buffer saturation can contribute to paired-
pulse plasticity (Neher 1998; Rozov et al. 2001;
Blatow et al. 2003; Felmy et al. 2003; Matveev
et al. 2004). This is illustrated by comparing
the effects of calcium-binding proteins on pre-
synaptic calcium signals, EPSCs, and facilitation
when there is a high concentration of a fast buff-
er (Fig. 3C, blue trace) and a low concentration
of fast buffer (Fig. 3C, red trace).

Slow calcium-binding proteins can also in-
fluence facilitation, but in a very different way
than fast calcium-binding proteins. Some en-
dogenous buffers act much like the slow buffer
EGTA (Atluri and Regehr 1996). For example,
parvalbumin binds calcium so slowly that it
does not affect peak calcium levels, and there-
fore has little effect on the initial probability of
release. As parvalbumin slowly binds calcium, it
accelerates the decay of residual calcium in the
presynaptic bouton (Caillard et al. 2000; Lee
et al. 2000; Muller et al. 2007), as is shown in
Figure 3D. By controlling the speed of calcium
decay, parvalbumin regulates paired-pulse plas-
ticity and the time course of facilitation (Cail-
lard et al. 2000; Muller et al. 2007).

Use-dependent facilitation of calcium entry
can increase the probability of release and con-
tribute to facilitation. Calcium currents can be
enhanced in a use-dependent manner when cal-
cium activates calcium-sensitive proteins such
as calmodulin to modulate voltage-gated calci-
um channels (Inchauspe et al. 2004; Ishikawa
et al. 2005; Catterall and Few 2008). At synapses
between cultured superior cervical ganglion
neurons, mutating P-type calcium channels to
prevent calcium-dependent facilitation of calci-
um currents strongly attenuates synaptic facili-
tation (Mochida et al. 2008).

Mechanisms that can contribute to synaptic
facilitation are summarized in Figure 3E.

POSTTETANIC POTENTIATION AND
AUGMENTATION

Posttetanic potentiation was first described
more than 100 years ago when it was found
that nerve stimulation that initially was unable
to trigger muscle contraction became capable of
triggering contractions following a period of
sustained high-frequency stimulation known
as tetanic potentiation (Schiff 1858; Boehm
1894; Hughes 1958). PTP initially referred to
the enhanced ability of the nerve to activate
the muscle, but when subsequent studies re-
vealed that tetanic stimulation increased the
amplitude of evoked synaptic responses, this
increase in synaptic strength become known as
PTP (Feng 1941; Hughes 1958; Magleby and
Zengel 1975; Zucker and Lara-Estrella 1983;
Magleby 1987; Griffith 1990; Zucker and Regehr
2002). PTP now refers to a transient increase in
synaptic strength lasting tens of seconds to min-
utes that follows sustained high-frequency stim-
ulation. In general, more prolonged tetanic
stimulation results in longer-lasting PTP (Ma-
gleby 1987). At many synapses a closely related
form of transient enhancement known as aug-
mentation is present, which has a shorter dura-
tion than PTP; is evoked by lower-frequency,
shorter-duration stimulation than PTP; and
has a time course that is relatively insensitive
to the duration of tetanic activation (Magleby
1987). Different synapses show considerable
variability in the number and frequency of
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stimuli needed to induce PTP and augmenta-
tion, and the distinction between augmentation
and PTP is often unclear.

In addition to affecting the amplitude of
evoked synaptic currents, tetanic stimulation in-
creases the frequency of spontaneous miniature
synaptic events (minis). This phenomenon was
first describedat the neuromuscular junction (del
Castillo and Katz 1954) and has subsequently
been seen at many other synapses (Magleby
1987; Delaney and Tank 1994; Eliot et al. 1994;
Habets and Borst 2005; Korogod et al. 2005, 2007;
He et al. 2009). The observations that the eleva-
tions in the frequency of spontaneous events and
PTP have similar time courses in some cases, and
that both are a consequence of increases in nerve
terminal calcium, have prompted speculation
that a common mechanism might produce
both phenomena (Magleby 1987).

Several prominent mechanisms that have
been proposed to account for PTP involve cal-
cium. One possibility is that tetanic stimulation
increases Calocal induced by subsequent action
potentials, thereby increasing the probability of
neurotransmitter release. Calocal could be ele-
vated as a result of saturating presynaptic calci-
um buffers without actually altering presynap-
tic calcium entry, as has been proposed for
facilitation. At present there is no evidence
that this mechanism contributes to PTP or aug-
mentation. If such a mechanism occurred as a
result of buffering within the entire presynaptic
bouton, it would result in tetanus-induced
changes in presynaptic calcium that could be
readily measured. However, if it involved highly
localized calcium buffering in the vicinity of
release sites, it would be exceedingly difficult
to test experimentally. Alternatively, increases
in Calocal could arise from increased calcium
influx. At the calyx of Held, tetanic stimulation
that produced PTP is accompanied by an in-
crease in action potential–evoked calcium in-
flux (Habets and Borst 2006; Korogod et al.
2007). The increase in calcium influx and PTP
had the same time course, and based on the
steep calcium dependence of neurotransmitter
release, this elevated calcium entry could ac-
count for a large fraction of the synaptic en-
hancement of PTP (Habets and Borst 2006;

Korogod et al. 2007). Increases in calcium influx
could arise by altering the presynaptic waveform
or by changing the response of calcium chan-
nels to the same waveform (Catterall and Few
2008). Synaptic transmission is highly sensitive
to changes in presynaptic waveform (Augustine
1990; Sabatini and Regehr 1997), and tetaniza-
tion has been shown to produce spike broad-
ening and increased calcium entry at mossy fi-
ber synapses (Geiger and Jonas 2000). However,
PTP does not require presynaptic waveform
changes at some synapses (Martin and Pilar
1964), and there is little direct evidence sup-
porting a presynaptic waveform change in
PTP. Activity-dependent increases in presynap-
tic calcium influx (independent of waveform
changes) following tetanic stimulation could
contribute to PTP (Cuttle et al. 1998; Inchauspe
et al. 2004; Ishikawa et al. 2005; Habets and
Borst 2006). However, studies of cultured supe-
rior cervical ganglion synapses suggest that fa-
cilitation of calcium entry could contribute to
synaptic augmentation but not PTP (Mochida
et al. 2008).

Another possibility is that tetanic stimula-
tion elevates Cares, which leads to an increase in
the probability of release by activating calcium
sensors other than synaptotagmin. At synapses
including the crayfish neuromuscular junction
and the calyx of Held synapse, following tetan-
ic stimulation there is a buildup of Cares that
returns to resting levels with a time course that
is similar to that of PTP (Delaney et al. 1989;
Delaney and Tank 1994; Brain and Bennett
1997; Habets and Borst 2005; Korogod et al.
2007). The linear correlation between EPSC
amplitude and Cares is compatible with a mech-
anism in which an increase in Cares of several
hundred nanomolar leads to a doubling of syn-
aptic strength. Following tetanic stimulation
at some hippocampal and cerebellar synapses,
Cares decays more rapidly than does PTP, sug-
gesting that Cares may activate a slow biochem-
ical cascade, and the kinetics of this calcium-
driven process help to determine the duration
of PTP (Regehr et al. 1994; Brager et al. 2003;
Beierlein et al. 2007).

For Cares to produce PTP, it is necessary for
Cares to remain elevated for a prolonged period
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following tetanic stimulation, and this is indeed
the case. Following tetanic stimulation presyn-
aptic calcium typically returns to resting levels
with a multiexponential decay with a slow com-
ponent that has a time constant of tens of sec-
onds to minutes (Fig. 4A) (Zucker and Regehr
2002). The properties of calcium decay follow-
ing tetanic stimulation are incompatible with
simple models of calcium regulation, which
are better suited to describing the calcium de-
cays following a small number of stimuli, during
which calcium usually returns to resting levels
in hundreds of milliseconds to seconds (Neher
and Augustine 1992; Tank et al. 1995). Two
mechanisms have been proposed to account
for the slow decay phase. At some synapses pro-
longed signals following tetanic stimulation in-

volve mitochondria within presynaptic boutons
(Fig. 4B) (Tang and Zucker 1997; Zhong et al.
2001; Garcia-Chacon et al. 2006; Lee et al.
2007). During tetanic activation Cares increases
are blunted as calcium enters mitochondria;
when stimulation ends, the decay of Cares is pro-
longed as calcium leaves the mitochondria.
Blocking calcium loading into mitochondria
prevents the late phase of calcium decay and
greatly reduces the magnitude of PTP boutons
(Tang and Zucker 1997; Zhong et al. 2001;
Lee et al. 2007). At other synapses the Na/Ca
exchanger appears to be involved in prolong-
ing the decay of calcium (Fig. 4C) (Mulkey
and Zucker 1992; Regehr 1997; Zhong et al.
2001). Following tetanic stimulation the Na/
Ca exchanger and the Ca-ATPase initially work
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Figure 4. Proposed mechanisms of augmentation and PTP. (A) The Cares evoked by tetanic stimulation. (Inset)
The buildup of Cares. After the stimulus Cares decays with a fast and slow component. Two mechanisms have
been shown to account for the slow component of Cares decay. (B) One possibility is that calcium loads the
mitochondria during tetanic stimulation, and then afterwards calcium leaks out of the mitochondria and
thereby leads to a sustained elevation of calcium in the presynaptic bouton. (C) Another possibility is that
the interplay of Na/Ca exchanger and the Ca-ATPase leads to sustained calcium increases. During and imme-
diately after tetanic stimulation, calcium is rapidly extruded through both the Na/Ca exchanger and the Ca-
ATPase. At some point the Na/Ca exchanger has removed sufficient calcium, and there is a sufficient buildup of
sodium in the terminal that it reaches its reversal potential, opposes the Ca-ATPase, and leads to a very slow Cares

decay. (D) Schematic showing mechanisms of augmentation and PTP.
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together to remove calcium from the presynap-
tic bouton and calcium decays rapidly to a level
that is several hundred nanomolar above resting
levels (Regehr 1997). Then, because presynaptic
Na levels are elevated, the Na/Ca exchanger no
longer removes Ca and the Ca-ATPase must
slowly remove calcium, and Cares returns to rest-
ing levels only when Na returns to resting levels.

If Cares increases cause PTP, then altering
Cares dynamics should modify the amplitude
and time course of PTP and augmentation.
This was shown to be the case at the crayfish
neuromuscular junction, where slowing Cares

decay by increasing the buffer capacity of pre-
synaptic boutons also prolonged the duration of
augmentation, while maintaining a linear rela-
tionship between Cares and synaptic enhance-
ment (Delaney and Tank 1994). This suggests
that at the crayfish neuromuscular junction
Cares is responsible for the enhancement follow-
ing tetanic activation.

Multiple candidate molecules have been
proposed that could respond to Cares to produce
PTP. Pharmacological studies implicated pro-
tein kinase C (PKC) in PTP at several synapses
(Alle et al. 2001; Brager et al. 2003; Beierlein
et al. 2007; Korogod et al. 2007). However, the
involvement of PKC in PTP was uncertain be-
cause the selectivity and specificity of PKC acti-
vators and inhibitors was called into question
(Brose and Rosenmund 2002; Lee et al. 2008),
and PTP was unaffected by PKC inhibitors at
some synapses (Reymann et al. 1988a,b; Eliot
et al. 1994; Lee et al. 2008). The use of knockout
animals established that calcium-dependent
PKC accounts for �80% of PTP at the calyx
of Held (Fioravante et al. 2011). The involve-
ment of calcium-sensitive isoforms suggests
that PKC responds to Cares to produce PTP,
possibly by phosphorylating Munc18-1 to alter
the effective pool size and the probability of
release (Nili et al. 2006; Toonen et al. 2006; Too-
nen and Verhage 2007). Munc13, a calcium-
sensitive presynaptic protein that regulates the
priming and probability of release of vesicles,
has been shown to influence short-term synap-
tic plasticity during and following tetanic acti-
vation (Brose and Rosenmund 2002; Junge et al.
2004; Beierlein et al. 2007; Shin et al. 2010). It is

influenced by many of the pharmacological
agents that regulate PKC, and has been proposed
as an alternative to PKC as a mediator of PTP
and augmentation. Calmodulin and calcium/
calmodulin-dependent kinase II (CaMKII)
have also been implicated in PTP (Chapman
et al. 1995; Wang and Maler 1998; Fiumara
et al. 2007). The abundant Ca/CaMK-sensitive
vesicle–associated protein synapsin is also im-
plicated in PTP: The size of vesicle pools and the
magnitude of PTP are reduced by .50% in syn-
apsin I/II knockout mice (Rosahl et al. 1995).
PTP requires phosphorylation of synapsin, and
is dependent on cAMP-dependent kinases and
CaMKs in snail synapses (Fiumara et al. 2007).

A calcium-dependent increase in the size of
miniature synaptic currents following tetanic
stimulation may contribute to PTP. At the calyx
of Held, tetanic stimulation produces an in-
crease in the size of minis that has a similar
time course to PTP (He et al. 2009; Xue and
Wu 2010). In many cases increases in minis
size have been associated with increases in the
sensitivity of the postsynaptic cell to neuro-
transmitter. Remarkably, by patching onto the
face of the presynaptic terminal and measuring
capacitance changes arising from the fusion of
individual vesicles, it was shown that calcium-
dependent increases in the amplitude of minis
arise presynaptically from an increase in vesicle
size at the calyx of Held. It appears that large and
prolonged elevations of presynaptic activity
may cause vesicles to fuse with each other before
ultimately fusing with presynaptic membranes.
Whether presynaptic increases in vesicle size
contribute to PTP depends on whether the
same pool of vesicles underlies both evoked
and spontaneous release or, if that is not the
case, whether both pools of vesicles are affected
in a similar manner by tetanic stimulation.

An increase in the size of the readily releas-
able pool of vesicles could also contribute to
PTP. At the calyx of Held synapse, a 5-min,
20-Hz stimulation produces a 30% increase in
the size of the RRP (Habets and Borst 2005).
Pool size changes have been studied more ex-
tensively for 100-Hz stimulation for 4 sec,
which induces approximately twofold enhance-
ment that is only partially explained by an
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increase in the probability of release (Lee et al.
2008; Fioravante et al. 2011). Tetanic stimula-
tion did not alter the amplitude of the RRP
determined with a large presynaptic depolariza-
tion, but it did increase the size of a rapidly
releasing pool while reducing the size of the
slowly releasing pool (Lee et al. 2010), and in-
creased the effective pool size determined by
stimulation with high-frequency trains (Lee
et al. 2008; Fioravante et al. 2011). Myosin light
chain kinase (MLCK) (Lee et al. 2008, 2010)
and calcium-dependent PKC (Fioravante et al.
2011) have been implicated in the increases in
effective pool size that contribute to PTP.

Multiple molecular mechanisms regulate
different aspects of synaptic transmission to
produce PTP (Fig. 4E).

FUNCTIONAL ROLES OF PRESYNAPTIC
SHORT-TERM PLASTICITY

Many important functional roles have been
described for short-term synaptic plasticity (Ab-
bott and Regehr 2004; Grande and Spain 2005),
and several examples illustrate some of these
roles. One function of synaptic depression is to
mediate sensory adaption, which allows strong
responses to novel stimulation and diminished
responses to repeated stimuli (Chung et al.
2002). For example, if sensory stimulation acti-
vates sensory neurons strongly and continu-
ously, higher-order neurons will only respond
strongly to the onset of stimulation if the synaps-
es they receive are strongly depressing (Fig. 5A).

Synaptic depression can also enable sensory
systems to respond to percentage changes in in-
tensity rather than absolute changes in intensity.
For depressing synapses the steady-state synap-
tic charge transfer (the product of the firing fre-
quency and the EPSC amplitude) is not strongly
affected by firing frequency, because increases in
firing frequency are offset by decreases in synap-
tic strength arising from synaptic depression.
However, when the firing frequency increases
abruptly, there is a transient increase in charge
transfer before steady-state depressing occurs.
As shown in Figure 5B for a depressing synapse,
comparable transient increases in charge trans-
fer occur when the firing rate is increased from

1 Hz to 5 Hz and from 5 Hz to 25 Hz, even
though the absolute increases in frequency in
these two cases are 4 Hz and 20 Hz, respectively.
In this way, a depressing synaptic connection re-
sponds transiently to changes in firing rate in a
way that encodes percentage changes in firing
rate (Abbott et al. 1997).

Short-term synaptic depression can play a
crucial role in synaptic computations performed
by synapses. This is illustrated by considering
input/output curves at mossy fiber-to-granule
cell synapses (Rothman et al. 2009). Low-fre-
quency firing of mossy fiber inputs is ineffec-
tive at evoking firing of granule cell outputs.
As mossy fiber firing rates increase above a crit-
ical frequency, there is a roughly linear relation
between input and output firing rates, and as
input firing rate increases further, the granule
cell firing rate plateaus. Synaptic inhibition
acts multiplicatively to scale down this input/
output curve, but only if the mossy fiber inputs
show short-term depression. In the absence of
short-term depression, inhibition affects the in-
put/output curve in a highly nonlinear manner.

Short-term plasticity can also be used to
produce directional selectivity, as in the weakly
electric fish (Fortune and Rose 2001; Carver
et al. 2008). A schematic shows how synapses
with differential short-term synaptic plasticity
can lead to direction selectivity when two sen-
sory neurons activate a target cell, with one neu-
ron providing a depressing input and the other
providing a facilitating input (Fig. 5C). For sus-
tained activation the depressing synapse de-
creases with time and the facilitating synapse
increases and then plateaus. For a stimulus
moving from left to right, the depressing syn-
apse is activated first, followed by the facilitating
synapse, and the sum of synaptic responses does
not exceed the threshold for activating the cell.
For a stimulus moving from right to left, the
facilitating synapse is activated first, and the
summed response exceeds threshold. In this
way the spiking in the postsynaptic cell is direc-
tionally sensitive.

Short-term synaptic dynamics can also be
used to regulate circuit properties, as in the
hippocampus, where sustained activation of
CA3 pyramidal cells can produce sustained
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inhibition in dendritic regions and transient in-
hibition in somatic regions (Pouille and Scan-
ziani 2004). The underlying reason for these
different properties is that inhibition onto
dendritic and somatic regions is mediated by
different types of interneurons, and these neu-
rons are activated by synapses that have different
synaptic plasticity, one strongly depressing and
the other showing little short-term plasticity.
Largely as a result of short-term synaptic plas-
ticity, inhibition shifts from the soma to den-
drites during ongoing synaptic activation.

Although most synapses show strong use-
dependent plasticity, some synapses appear to
minimize use-dependent plasticity. For exam-
ple, at synapses between cerebellar climbing fi-
bers and Purkinje cells, there is prominent pre-
synaptic depression of neurotransmitter release.
However, saturation of postsynaptic receptors
reduces the extent of changes in synaptic

strength, allowing these synapses to provide a
more reliable input to Purkinje cells (Wadiche
and Jahr 2001; Foster et al. 2002; Blitz et al.
2004). For synapses in the vestibular nucleus,
steady-state synaptic strength is independent
of the frequency of sustained activation (Bagnall
et al. 2008), unlike most synapses, for which
depression increases with elevated stimulus fre-
quencies. This lack of plasticity likely reflects the
interactions of multiple presynaptic mecha-
nisms, and contributes to the linearity of vestib-
ular reflexes by allowing this synapse to transmit
synaptic charge that is linearly related to stim-
ulus frequency.

SUMMARY

In recent years there has been a growing appre-
ciation of the mechanisms that contribute to
short-term plasticity. Quantitative studies are
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Figure 5. Examples of functional roles of short-term synaptic plasticity. (A) If a sensory stimulus activates a
neuron (red), as a result of depression the synaptic current in the postsynaptic cell (blue) is only prominent at the
onset of stimulus, and as a result the postsynaptic cell only fires at the onset of stimulation. (B) A schematic
illustrating the effect of a depressing synapse on the response of postsynaptic cell evoked by changing steady-state
firing from 1 Hz to 5 Hz to 25 Hz. Because of synaptic depression the synaptic current decreases to a steady-state
value during sustained activation, such that the extent of depression offsets the change in firing frequency. As a
result the only change in charge transfer occurs when the firing rate is changed and the magnitude of the
response is proportional to the percentage change in the firing rate of the presynaptic cell. (C) Direction
selectivity can be mediated by a simple circuit of three cells, provided two of the cells are sensory neurons
that target a common postsynaptic cell, and the synapses have different synaptic plasticity. In this case the red
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synaptic current (black) that is the sum of the two synaptic inputs. The potential change does not reach
threshold (dashed line) in this case, but if the stimulus moves from right to left, a larger synaptic response is
observed and the potential of the postsynaptic cell reaches threshold.
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now providing sufficient information to deter-
mine how different mechanisms combine to ul-
timately determine synaptic strength. There has
also been a steady progression in our under-
standing of the functions of short-term synaptic
plasticity.
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